HILL & FOREST WALK DISCOVERY

Tour Code : CHEXHF
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Return transfer and nature guide only

Let our experienced nature guides guide you thru dense mountain forest of Cameron Highlands while enlightening you with the valuable medicinal plants and the eco-system of the rainforest. The Montane rainforest of Cameron Highlands is nestled on the largest mountain range of Malaysia - The Titiwangsa Range. Hundreds of mountain can be found over here. It is estimated to be more than 130 million years old. The forest is characterized by high rainfall with a minimum of 1750-2000mm. The undergrowth in the rainforest is restricted in many areas by poor penetration of sunlight to the ground level. It makes the walking a bit easier through undisturbed matured forest. The rainforest provides valuable timber, animal product, precious medicinal plants and a sense of belonging feeling.

MOSSY FOREST NIGHT WALK DISCOVERY

Tour Code : CHEXNW
Pick-up time : 2000 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Mineral Water, hot drinks, torchlight, guide & transfers

A mossy forest is an occurrence only at the highest elevations for low-level clouds in the sky are driven by winds, thus covering the forests with mist and moisture, resulting in a suitable place for moss, ferns and orchids. In a mossy forest, animals like frogs, birds, snakes, insects and certain mammals thrive, making it more challenging for a night trek. This trip requires you to be on high alert and engage all your senses as the dark brings the unexpected. And on a cold night, when temperatures can drop to as low as 15C, a hot cup of coffee or tea is extremely welcoming.

THE MOSSY FOREST DISCOVERIES

Tour Code : CHEXMF
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 04 hrs
Tour Include : Mineral Water & Tea Break

Be educated on the humble moss, although usually regarded as valueless, is actually important in balancing the ecosystems in the forests by storing large amounts of water. This mossy forest en route to Gunung Brinchang functions to prevent erosion by fixing the uppermost layer of soil, particularly on steep slopes and is micro-habitats for small animals of food for certain beetles. Take extra precaution while walking for moss is slippery and tree stumps are sometimes not seen under leaves. The return journey goes through carpets of manicured tea bushes where black tea is produced and after a peek into the tea processing factory, relax with refreshments at the Boh Tea House.

* All tour durations and itineraries are subject to change due to weather and traffic conditions *
CAMERON HIGHLANDS (Apr 2015 - 31 Mar 2016)

MOUNTAIN BIKING GUNUNG BRINCHANG DISCOVERY

Tour Code : CHEXBG
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 08 hrs
Tour Include : 4x4 vehicle transfer, mountain biking & tea break

This is an adventurous way of seeing the highlands and the countryside by mountain bike. Before pedalling through the most scenic view of our famed BOH tea plantation and the montane forests you will be taken to a guided tour of our highest mountain by 4x4. Here you will be introduced to the moss forests whose functions and benefits to our eco systems will be thoroughly shared.

After a refreshing tea break, we will proceed to visit the countryside and some of the attractions in the highlands.

COUNTRYSIDE TOUR

Tour Code : CHEXCT
Pick-up time : 0900 hours

This fascinating tour will cover most of the highlights of the highlands. We will begin by cruising through the green carpets of BOH plantation - the pioneer of the growers in Malaysia. Founded in 1929 by John Archibald Russell, a Scottish, this vast estate is still owned and managed by the family till today. After the guided tour to the tea factory, our next visit will be the main revenue earner of the Cameron Highlands - the flower and vegetable farming. Here, one will not only see the various types of flowers and vegetables but also the methods used by the industrious local farming community. After that, we will visit local market where most of the local produce can be found.

INSECT PROGRAMME

Tour Code : CHEXIP
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 04 hrs
Tour Include : Mineral Water, transfers & nature guide

The Malaysia’s Rainforest with its rich biodiversity houses millions of colorful and exotic insects, comprising of butterflies, moths, beetles and other insects. This unique programme enables one to observe these insects in their own natural habitats. Our ’Bug Man’ will reveal the techniques of collecting and observing these elusive creatures without harming them. Some of the bizarre insects that can be encountered during this tour are The Ferocious Tiger Beetle, King of Camouflage – The Leaf & Stick Insects, swarms of The Rajah Brooke Butterfly and many more. Different locations will be selected to observe different varieties of insects as each species favors particular habitat and vegetation. The time of the year and day could determine the types of insects that can be found. This programme will give you the opportunity to understand more about The Insect World!

* All tour durations and itineraries are subject to change due to weather and traffic conditions *
CAMERON HIGHLANDS (Apr2015 -31Mar2016)

ORCHID WALK
Tour Code : CHEXOW
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 04 hrs
Tour Include : Mineral Water, transfers & nature guide

The vegetation of The Montane Rainforest in Cameron Highlands changes according to the altitude. The many varieties of eco system house many species of terrestrial and epiphytic orchids. The most amazing orchid species are the Corybas –The Helmet Orchid. Cameron Highlands is a botanist paradise housing many of these jewels. There are estimated around 600 species of these orchid plants in Cameron Highland alone. The plants expert will point out to you the many unique shaped and colours of these beautiful flowers. Learn the names and the habitat of these unique plants. It is an excellent trip for those nature photographer and orchid lovers.

BIRD WATCHING IN CAMERON HIGHLANDS
Tour Code : CHEXBW
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 04 hrs
Tour Include : Mineral Water, transfers & nature guide

Cameron Highlands a popular destination for bird-watchers interested of the montane birds. Each family and species of these fine feathered friends is only to be found in particular habitat and vegetation for feeding and breeding. Bird species varies from different location and elevation. If one is lucky it is possible to encounter the shy Mountain Peacock Pheasant.

DISCOVER MISSING TRAILS OF JIM THOMPSON
Tour Code : CHEXJT
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Return transfer and nature guide only

The great “Thai Silk King” Jim Thompson’s as a nature lover was keen into exploring the beautiful rainforest and the highlands countryside. Trek and walk down the memory lane for a sense of nostalgic indulged by this mysterious man.

CONQUER THE PEAK DISCOVERY
Tour Code : CHEXCP
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Return transfer and nature guide only

The Mount Brinchang trail (Trail no.1) takes you to the peak of Cameron Highlands. Standing at 6,666 feet from the sea level, the highest peak is surrounded by a mythical Mossy Forest that evolved at the ridge of the mountain touching the lower clouds.

* All tour durations and itineraries are subject to change due to weather and traffic conditions *
CAMERON HIGHLANDS (Apr2015 -31Mar2016)

TEMPLE TRAIL DISCOVERY
Tour Code : CHEXTT
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Return transfer and nature guide only

Visit the oldest Chinese Buddhist Temple in Cameron Highlands. Feel the calmness towards the destiny to the Temple. At the beginning of the trail is a little tricky but it gets you go on. Certain part of the trail offers you a beautiful view of the Montane Rainforest.

DISCOVER TRAIL TO MOUNT. BEREMBUN
Tour Code : CHEXMB
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Return transfer and nature guide only

An Intensive training ground before going for a serious trekking. Initially most of the avid mountaineers would grab the opportunity to be familiarized with the trails of this mountain before setting out Mount Kinabalu or the Himalayan Range track. There are three different trails that lead you to Mount Berembun.

FALLS & FARMS DISCOVERY
Tour Code : CHEXFF
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Return transfer and nature guide only

This trail is rated from easy to moderate walk which starts along the Bertam River. Stop by the Robinson's Waterfall before resume trekking through the beautiful Rainforest across the valley. The trail ends at one of the main vegetable growing basin in Cameron Highlands.

GARDEN & MOUNTAIN TRAIL DISCOVERY
Tour Code : CHEXMT
Pick-up time : 0900 hours
Duration : Approx. 02 to 03 hrs
Tour Include : Return transfer and nature guide only

Observe the many varieties of Camellia plants (Tea Plant) and other garden plants before trek and climb the third highest mountain in Cameron Highlands. Some trekkers had witnessed an amazing view from the peak. Among the highlights are Camellia Garden and Mount Jasar.

* All tour durations and itineraries are subject to change due to weather and traffic conditions *